The three-dimensional spin-2 Ising model with multiple-site interactions provides a natural framework for describing the temperature-composition phase diagram of substitutional binary alloys. We have carried out a "first-principles" approach to this problem in the following way: (i) The total energy of an A, "B"alloy in any given substitutional arrangement of A and B on a given lattice is expanded in a series of interaction energies (Jf( V) ) of "figures" f. (ii) The N, functions I Jf( V) t for "figures" f are determined as a function of volume V by equating the total energies of a set of N, periodic structures, calculated in the local-density formalism, to a series expansion in Jf with known coefficients. The calculation includes in a natural way atomic relaxation and selfconsistent charge transfer, hence providing a link between the electronic structure and the interaction energies which decide phase stability. (iii) The number N, and range of the interaction energies needed in such an Ising description is determined by the ability of such cluster expansions to reproduce the independently calculated total energy of other structures. We find that this requires extending the expansion for zinc-blende-based alloys up to the fourth fcc neighbors. (iv) Using such a "complete" set of N, interaction energies, I Jf I, we find approximate solutions to the corresponding Ising Hamiltonian within the cluster-variation method, retaining up to four-body and fourthneighbor terms. A renormalization procedure, whereby distant-neighbor correlations are folded into a compact set of e+ectiue near-neighbor correlations, is used and tested against Monte Carlo solutions. This yields the phase diagram and thermodynamic properties. The set [Jf) is also used to perform a ground-state search of all stable structures. This identifies stable and metastable phases. This approach has been applied to five III-V pseudobinary alloys (Al& "Ga"As, GaAsl "P", In& "Ga"P, In& "Ga"As, and GaSbl "As" ) and three II-VI pseudobinary alloys (Cdl "Hg"Te, Hgl "Zn"Te, and Cd& "Zn"Te). We have calculated (i) excess enthalpies, (ii) phase diagrams, (iii) clustering probabilities, and (iv) equilibrium bond lengths. We discuss in detail the chemical trends in these properties and offer a simple ("c-6") model which reveals the underlying physical factors controlling such trends.
Our first approximation is to assume that the series (2.1) converges reasonably rapidly and hence can be truncated at some maximum E-body, M-neighbor interaction.
This approximation is then examined by the ability of a truncated expansion to reproduce the directly calculated total energy of other structures o'Acr. To the extent that a finite and "small" set of functions, j Jf( V)), can bE(s, Here, N; is the occupation number of level i below the Fermi energy sF, p(r) is the electronic charge density obtained from the self-consistent single-particle wave functions, Z is the atomic number of atom a at R, V, (R ) is the Coulomb potential at R due to all electrons and nuclei except the charge Z at R, Vc and V", are, respectively, the Coulomb and electronic exchangecorrelation potentials, and c. ", is the exchange-correlation energy density.
The Ceperley-Alder exchangecorrelation functional as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger was used for GaSb, As"and In, , Ga As in the LAP& calculations and in the pseudopotential calculation; the Hedin-Lundqvist exchange-correlation formula was used for the others. The charge density is determined self-consistently and variationally from the semirelativistic (i.e. , retaining all relativistic terms but spinorbit interactions) local-density Hamiltonian.
For each unit-cell volume V, we minimize the total energy with respect to the cell-internal atomic coordinates, thereby obtaining relaxed energies. To assure effective numerical cancellation of systematic errors in Eq. (2.4), we use for A"B, A"A,and B"Bprecisely equivalent basis sets and integration methods, and sample the Brillouin zone where A"A or B"Bdenote the pure A and B solids, respectively. Note, therefore, that the scale of b,E(s, V) is not that of the total energy of a given structure ( -10 eV for GaAs}, or that of the cohesive energy (-5 -7 eV for binary semiconductors), but rather the relatiue energy of A"B with respect to its constituents ( -10 eV) . The large constant terms appearing in E(s) (e. g., sum of atomic energies) are cancelled in the construct of Eq. (2.4).
We calculate bE(s, V) in the local-density formalistn' as implemented by the general-potential, linear augmentedplane-wave (LAPW) method.
In one case (GaAs-GaP),
we have used the first-principles nonlocal pseudopotential method.
In either case, the total LDA energy includes (3.1) whereas for the lattice-mismatched systems we find ( bE(o, V) ) =g P"e"(x, V), (2.16) bH(CP) )bH(CA) =bH(Z2) & bH(CH) (3.2) e"( V) =bH"+ f[V", B", B '"], &&(n, V) Fig. 2 ). The order in the first sequence has been previously explained in terms of the electrostatic energies of these lattices at fixed volume, whereas the order in the second sequence has been shown to reAect the ability of the di6'erent lattices to reduce the strain energy associated with atomic-size mismatch through structuredependent relaxation patterns.
Lattice-matched systems exhibit little structural relax- Table I ), whereas lattice-mismatched systems show significant relaxation, leading to dissimilar A -C and 8 -C bond lengths. The equilibrium lattice constants tend to be linear with composition, and exhibit a very weak dependence on the crystal structure for fixed compositions.
For all of the six ternary structures studied in the eight alloy systems, we find bE(s, V, ) =bH, &0, (3.3) where the equilibrium energies are AH"and AH",respec- In Sec. IVE we i.e. , a phase-separated Ac+BC systems is lower in energy than any of these ordered structures. In recent work, 9 however, we find b,H(A1InP2)(0 in the chalcopyrite structure.
Other total-energy calculations exist in the literature for a few of the compounds studied here. The results are compared in Table II given the error in the latter. We hence judge approximation (3.4) neglect this volume dependence. Since the correlation functions for a random alloy are IIk (R ) = (2x -1)", (3.5) all but the k =0 term vanish at x = -, '. Hence, Jo at x = -, ' gives the energy of the random alloy at this composition: for the ordered compounds s at T =0 K, Sl, (X"T = 0 K ) = AE ( s, V, ) IX,( 1 -X, ), (3.8) depicted as solid diamonds. at T= 800 K, and spinodal ordering temperatures for a number of long-range-ordered phases (defined in Fig. 2 Al& "GaAs, (b) GaAs, ,P", (c) In& Ga"P,(d) In) "Ga"As, and (e) GaSb& "As". given for the III-V systems whose clusters are denoted (a) A14 "Ga"As4, (b) Ga4As4 "P", (c) In4 "Ga"P4, (d) In4 "Ga"As4, and (e) Ga4Sb4 "As" for 0+ n~4. R"c(x)= g g, (x) co"c(s) R"c(s, V(x)) (3.12) Equations (6.15} and (6.16) of Ref. 21 give the five effective equations of state Z"(V) into which long-range V"(x) = V"(X") (no relaxation) . (ii) Assume alternatively that molar volumes are averaged in the alloy environment; hence, V"(x) = V(x) (full relaxation) .
(3.15)
Both views are extreme cases of the Taylor-series expan-
where bH" is the relaxed effective energy at equilibrium. ' Equation (3.17) can be mapped into an effective ex- (1 -K )-: n V" V" (3.19) Our calculations, which include relaxation of all clusters, can be used to obtain the relaxation constants K" from Eq. (3.19) and Tables IV and V 
Here we will generalize this "e-G approach" to Eq. (2.1) with an arbitrary (but finite) number of interaction energies.
Assume that the equilibrium volume V(x), the bulk modulus 8(x) , and the latter's pressure derivative 8'(x) are known as a function of x (and, 
x Q ") (X"-X, ) (4.9) where Z"=Z(X").With Z(x) defined as above, Since the equations of state b U(s, V) reproduce the first three volume derivatives of b, E(s, V) and have the same minimum energy EH"these two sets can be essentially used interchangeably. However, the c.-G form has the added virtue in that it transparently separates energies associated with volume changes (" elastic" effects) from constant-volume energy changes (" chemically" ).
C. Testing the c-6 approach
To convince the reader that there is no significant loss of precision in using EH(x, T) of Eq. (4.10) (i.e. , the volume-independent representation of vf termed "model a" in Table VIII It is useful to present the results of the c.-G approach in close form, i.e. , represent the (numerically obtained) function G(x) by an analytical expression. This can be done, e. g., by using the form 'Phases CH, Cl, and C2 are explained in Table XI. the functions G(x) and (x --, ' )6(x) on either side of Eq. Figure 14 depicts for these alloys 6(x = -, ') and e'" for the three ordered x = -, ' structures, and that for the disordered alloy at T= 800 K. (Table VIII) , but also makes a number of physical trends transparent. (iii) The relative population P'"'(x, T) of clusters n at a fixed composition x is unaffected by G(x), which is common to all clusters at the same x. Hence, systems with e"') 0 (A1As-GaAs and CdTe-HgTe in Fig. 14) exhibit clustering (Figs. 8 and 9 ) -enhancement of the A4 and B4 clusters -whereas systems with c. " (0 exhibit "anticlustering" (Figs. 8 and 9 ). This highlights the fact that knowledge of hH alone is insufficient to judge such effects, and its decomposition into c, and 6 is necessary.
(iv) An order-disorder transition at a fixed composition X, occurs when the free energies of the ordered and disordered phases are equal. Since G(X, ) is common to both phases at X" it does not determine the transition temperature T, -this is determined by the substitution energies alone. Hence, lat tice-matched alloys having E'" )0 do not exhibit any (stable or metastable) simple ordered states, while lattice-mismatched alloys, having c'"' (0, can exhibit metastable long-range-ordered phases. Figure 14 shows that at x = -, ' only the chalcopyrite phase has a substitution energy lower than that of the random alloy; hence, it alone will show up at this composition as a metastable ordered phase.
(v) The order of the formation enthalpies for the diff'erent structures given in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) refiects the order of the substitution energies (Fig. 14) (4.20) The Monte Carlo runs were made using single-spin-flip kinetics.
We used a cell of 12 =1728 fcc sites, with 100 flip attempts per site to reach steady state and 400 attempts per site to collect data. The acceptance ratio, which is defined as the fraction of successful flip attempts, was minimum at 700 K, when it attained a value of 19%%uo, and increased fast as the temperature was raised.
The results are presented in Figs. 15 and 16 . The binodal points of Fig. 15(a) were determined by starting from a random sample with x=0. 99, letting it stabilize, and collecting data at p=0. Above 850 K and be1ow TMG, the spin-flip process led to a two-phase system and the sample oscillated between these two phases in equilibrium. Thus, it was impossible to determine accurately the equilibrium concentration of each phase. Although the oscillations of x are large, we observed that the probability of finding pairs AB, which is equal in the two phases, had small oscillations. Therefore we used this fact to And the critical temperature according to the construction of X X X X 2aP(x)~~a(x +co}+P(x -co), (5.6) where co is an infinitesimal composition change. In this case the elastic energy G (x) is included. Figure 17 Fig. 17 and produce the true phaseseparated ground state. However, at sufficiently low temperatures the system cannot surmount these barriers and will exhibit long-range ordering in the phases shown in Table X 
B. a-G approach
The pressure dependence of the enthalpy of Eq. We conclude by contrasting our conclusions with those reached by their alloy models.
In classic models, based on constant interaction energies, alloys are broadly classified into two groups.
(i) Alloys for which EH(x, T) in the disordered phase is known to be positive are said to be characterized by repulsive interactions. This is said to lead to clustering in the disordered phase and, at sufficiently low temperature, to phase separation. Repulsive interactions and longrange ordering are taken to be mutually exclusive. All isovalent semiconductor alloys are said to belong to this class.
(ii) Alloys for which AH (x, T) 
